Indicator #9
Text Analysis
Student demonstrates comprehension of text, both informational and literature.

Research
A child’s ability to decode print and focus on word meanings without sounding out words is essential to their ability to
comprehend text. Along with this ability a student’s level of listening comprehension is a great predictor of reading
comprehension. Effective comprehenders can not only make sense of the text they are reading but they can also use the
information that is contains. Students benefit from teacher lead instruction on different comprehension strategies. As
children get older reading comprehension becomes a critical part of the learning process. Children need the skills to be
able to understand what they have read to be able to learn as they move through their schooling. A major goal of reading
is the ability to comprehend what you have read, therefore, children must develop the knowledge, skills, and experiences
necessary to become strong comprehenders.
Reading Comprehension: Strategies that Work. (n.d.). Retrieved June 02, 2016, from https://www.hand2mind.com/pdf/miriam/grades_1_2.pdf

Key Ideas and Details- Text Analysis
1.2.PK.B
Answer questions about a text.
The learner will:
 Recall details of a text (informational or story) by
answering questions about a text

Effective Practices:
 Provide purposeful and playful exposure to a variety of
informational text (e.g. non-fiction text, recipes, web pages,
menus, phone books, maps, etc.)
 Ask children to identify facts from text
 Ask “who,” “what,” “how,” and “why questions
 Provide verbal prompts and picture cues to assist in recall

ACTIVITIES
Activity:
Materials
The Kissing Hand by Audrey Penn
Encourage students to talk about their emotions and the emotions of the character in the text.
Anchor chart similar to this.

Adaptations: you can have students draw their faces, use photographs, emoji stickers, clip art
Activity Prompt:
1. Teacher reads book to the whole class.
2. Class discussion about how Chester felt going to school for the first time, making sure to identify emotions.
3. Students think about how they feel on their first day of school, making a text to self-connection
4. Students place visual card in the appropriate column on the anchor chart

5. Student uses sentence frame : “Chester felt _____, I feel _____”
Evidence Collection Strategies:
 During step 2, teacher will take anecdotal observation data on students able to identify complex (exceeds
expectations) emotions
 During step 4/5, teacher will take yes/no data on sheet, including students’ names, identifying if students were able to
place the card appropriately/if they were correct on how Chester felt.
Home School Connection:
o Teacher can send home paper with facial cards (those covered in class) for the parent to ask the child to discuss the
faces and situations that make them feel that way.

Activity:
Students will complete a story map of characters, setting, beginning, middle, and end. They will use drawings and or text
to convey understanding of the story.
Activity Prompts:
Review beginning, middle, and end and review definition of characters and setting. Ex, “Who are the characters?”
Encourage the children to use as many details in their drawing or writing as possible. The drawings should reflect what
actually happened in the story.
Evidence Collection Strategies:
Completed story map (attached)
http://www.hasdk12.org/cms/lib3/PA01001366/Centricity/Domain/5/Graphic%20Organizers.docx
Home School Connection:
To reinforce the skill taught at school, teacher prints out “The Rainbow Fish” (free copy can be found online and below).
Parents then have students color and sequence the attached cards found on lakeshore’s website
(http://www.lakeshorelearning.com/media/images/free_resources/teachers_corner/lesson_plans/pre_k/lessonStorySequenc
ingFull.pdf?ASSORTMENT%3C%3East_id=1408474395181113&bmUID=1466688280400). They cut and glue in
correct order onto another sheet of paper of construction paper. Parents should encourage children to retell the story in
their own words.

